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 47.	In these  circumstances,  the  true basis for UNEFs  effectiveness
as a buffer and deterrent to  infiltration was, throughout its  existence,
a voluntary undertaking by local United Arab Republic authorities with
UNEF, that United Arab Republic troops would respect a defined buffer
zone along the entire length  of the line in which only  UNEF would
operate  and  from  which  United  Arab  Republic  troops  would be  ex-
cluded. This  undertaking was  honoured for  more than  a decade,  and
this   Egyptian   co-operation   extended   also   to   Sharm   el   Sheikh,   Ras
Nasrani and the Strait of Tiran. This undertaking was honored although
UNEF had no authority to challenge the right of United Arab Republic
troops  to be present anywhere  on their own territory.
 48.	It  may  be pointed out  in  passing that  over  the  years UNEF
dealt with numerous infiltrators coming from the Israel as well as from
the United Arab Republic side of the line. It would hardly be logical
to  take the  position  that  because  UNEF  has  successfully  maintained
quiet along the line for more than ten years, owing in large measure
to the co-operation of the United Arab Republic authorities, that Gov-
ernment  should  then  be told  that  it  could  not  unilaterally  seek  the
removal of the Force and  thus  in effect  be  penalized  for the  long
co-operation with the  international community it had extended  in  the
interest of peace.
 49.	There are other practical factors relating to the above-mentioned
arrangement   which   are   highly   relevant   to   the   withdrawal   of  UNEF.
First,   once  the  United   Arab   Republic   troops   moved   up   to   the   line
to place themselves in direct confrontation with the military forces of
Israel, UNEF had, in fact, no further useful function. Secondly, if the
Force was no longer welcome, it could not as a practical matter remain
tat the United Arab  Republic,  since  the  friction which  would  almost
inevitably have arisen with that Government, its armed forces and with
die local population would have made the situation of the Force both
humiliating   and   untenable.   It  would   even   have   been   impossible   to
supply it UNEF clearly had no mandate to try to stop United Arab
Republic   troops   from   moving   freely   about   on   their   own   territory.
Tliis was a peace-keeping force, not an enforcement  action. Its effec-
tiveness was based entirely on voluntary co-operation.
 50.	Quote apart from its position in the United Aiub Republic, the
recguest of that Government for UNEFs withdrawal automatically set
off a disintegration of Hie Force, since two of the Governments pro-
viding  contingents  qmcldy  let   the   Secretary-General   know   that   their
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